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ODNcs:

To keep you all in the loop on this: Adam Goldman of the Washington Post has a story he is working on that CIA working
with Giloe creator Don Levine developed toys for distribution to children in Afghanistan. Levine's family has.apparently
given Goldman some information. Levine passed away In May 2014. The most inflammatory part of the story is that
Levine developed and made 1000 UBL dolls that had paint on the eyes that would rub off and create a "devil-eye" effect.
We spoke to the reporter today to follow up. He said the following:
He has seen a picture of the action figures of the devil-eyed UBL dolls
He has proof of some kind that 1000 or so of the action figures were made by the company in China
He knows that the relationship between CIA and Don Levine was beyond the dolls - to include backpacks,
bicycle pumps and some girls toys
The relationship goes back to 2005 - that we wanted ,to leverage his contacts in China
The material was shipped through Karachi to Afghanistan
He didn't mention DINCS in this call, although he made a reference to him in the initial inquiry.
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IFYI, from the reporter:

The Post will be publishing fotos of the final prototype. I also have pictures of an earlier prototype. The figures were
shipped in 2006 aboard YM Energy from Yantain to Karachi.
http://www.fleetmon.com/en/vesselslYm Energy 7825
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(U//FOUO) Greg Miller Washln ton Post heard that ISIL is flush with hundreds of millions in cash after overrunnln
several banks in Mosul.

(UI/FOUO) Siobhan Gorman Wall StreetJournal asked aboutthe outlook in Iraq and whether ISIL would hold the
(b)(3)
territory it's taken
(UI/FOUO Eric Schmitt (NYT) - keying off a report by the WSJ - asked if Iran was deploying IRGC (Quds Force) fighters to
Iraq in order to help the Mallki Government counter the ISIL offensivel
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(U//FOUC) Nancy Youssef (McClatchy News) asked to what extent non-ISIL Sunni fighters are supporting ISIL in Its
military offensive.
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(UI/FOUP) Aram Roston (Buzzfeed), who said he was not writinl1: for this eveninl!. asked if the CIA was cauRht off Ruard
by recent events In Iraa. soecifically the ISIL offensive in Mosul.!
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(SI/NF) Adam Goldman (Washington Post) Is writing story for publication next week in which he will allege CIA worked
with a US toy manufacturer to produce some 1000 UBL!Oevii dolls that were shipped from China to Karachi in
2006. Goldman said he understands the dolls contained a dissolvable material which, u on handling, turned the UBL
doll into a demon-like fi ure.
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(u//mUO) Bob Windrem (NBC) is doipg a piece examining the state of play on the abduction ofthe I""'I><><JU>I.1........" - - - .
, Ni eria. His ieee will focus on Boko Haram as one of the most violent rou s In the Jihadl universe

U/, FOUO) A Pakistani news outlet and NBC asked for our comment on recent reports of US drone strikes in Pakistan.
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Dean Boyd
Director, CIA Office of Pub ic Affairs
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. (UI/FOUO) Several news outfets (CNN, Times of London, Daily MaU) Inquired about the Washington Post story that
broke today' alleging that CIA worked in the mid-2000s to create a bin laden action figure doll that transformed Into a
"devil doll" as part ohn Influence campaign. OPA provided the same on the record statement that it had provided to
the Post:. ''The action figure idea was proposed and rejected by CIA before it got past the prototype stage. To our
. knowledge, there were only three Individual action figures ever created and these were merely to show what a final
.-.product might look like. After being presented with these examples, the'CIA declined to p.ursue this Idea and did not
produce or distribute any of these action figures. Furthermore, CIA has no knowledge of these action figures being
produced or distributed by others.
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(ui/FOUO) Ian Shaplra (Washington Pos~) wrote us .to say he was Intrigued by the feature story on oar website that
detail~ the Agency's historical use of pneumatic tubes to transfer Information. He Is interested in interviewin an of
the lllndiliiduals mentioned anon mousl In the sto who are stili alive
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(U/./FOUO) CBS This Morning contacted OPA about potentially doing a feature story on how the CIA has embrace~ social
media as a communications tool. The reporter noted that she was im ressed the
.s
of these platforms
compared to how other federal .agenCies ·use such accounts.
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Director, CIA Office of Public Affairs
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Folks:
FYI:
Here's our statement on the UBL devil doll issue In WP story

•
"The action figure Idea was proposed and rejected by CIA before it got past the prototype stage. To our knowledge, there
were only three Individual action figures ever created and these were merely to show what a final product might look like. Nter
being presented with these examples, ihe CIA declined to pursue this idea and did not produce or distribute any of these action
figures. Furthermore, CIA has no knowledge
of these action figures being produced.. or distributed by others."
.

http:f{www.washlngtonpost.comlworldlnatlonal-securltv/cla-hatched-plan-to-make-demon-toy-to-counter-bln-IadeninfluenceI2014/06119kb3d571c-fOdO-lle3-914c-lfbd0614e2d4 story.html
CIA hatched plan to make demon toy to counter bin Laden Influence
Washington Post /I ADAM GOLDMAN
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For more than a decade, the CIA has deployed drones, satellites, spies, Informants and tracking devices to thwart al-Qaeda In
Pakistan.
.
The spy agency also considered a plan to wage war with toys.
Beginning In about 2005, the OA began seaetly developing a custom-made Osama bin laden action figure, according to people
familiar with the proJect. The faces of the figures were painted with a heat-dissolving material, designed to peel off and reveal a redfaced bin Laden who looked like a demon, with piercing green eyes and black faciai markings• .
The goal of the short-lived project was simple: spook children and their parents, causl?g them to turn away from the actual bin
laden.
The code·name for the bin Laden figures was "Devil Eyes," and to aeate them the CIA turned to ,one of the best minds In the toy
business, said those iamillar with the project, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because they weren't authorized to discuss
the project publicly.
The toymaker was Donald Levine, the former Hasbro executive who was Instrumental In the creation of the wildly popular G.I. Joe
toys that generated more than $5 billion in sales after hitting the shelves In 1964.
The CIA's Interest in Levine was two-fold: He had an eye for toys and avast' netwprk of contacts In China, where the bin Laden action
figures were ultimately manufactured. Levine had done business there for nearly 60 years and had the means to have the action
figures discreetly developed and manufactured.
Levine died In May at 86 after a lengthy battle with cancer. In response to questions about his work on the bin laden toys, his family
said In a statement: "Don Levine was a dedicated Patriot, and proud Korean War veteran. When called on, he was honored to assist
our country,"
-

There's a dispute over how many of the flgurlnes,lf any, were ultimately delivered. A person with direct knowledge of the project In
China said hundreds of the toys - one of which was seen by The Washington Post- were made as part of a preproduction run and
sent on a freighter to the Pakistani city of Karachi In 2006.
The CIA, while not disputing that it had commissioned the bin laden figures, said the project was discontinued shortly after the
prototypes were developed.
"To our knowledge, there were only three Individual action figures ever created and these were merely to show what a final product
might look like," said CIA spokesman Ryan Trapani. "After being presented with these examples, the OA declln,ed to pursue this Idea
and did not produce or dlstri,bute any of these action figures. Furthermore, CIA has no knowledge of these action figures being
produced or distributed by others."
Regardless of how far the "Devil Eyes" project proceeded, It appears to have borne all the hallmarks of what are known as Influerice
operations in Intelligence parlance. As part of Its covert action programs, the agency has for decades tried to win the hearts and
minds of local populations or lurn them against a particular ideology..
During the Cold War, for Instance, the CIA secretly published both Western and Russian literature for distribution behind the Iron
Curtain, created Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, subsldii~ Intellectual magazines, underwrote concert tours and art
exhibitions, and bankrolled academic seminars.

The agency also' used young provocateursto disrupt communist youth festivals and dropped propaganda leaflets from balloons.
All of it - from the high brow to the highjlnks .:... was designed to either undermine the Soviet Union and its satellites or bolster
support for the United States In key countries around the world.
Those efforts continued after the end of the Cold War•.Prior to the U.S. invasion of Haiti In 1994, for Instance, the CIA distributed
soccer balls to demonstrate the generosity of the United States.
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"It made them feel good about Americans," a former OA official said. "We were there trying to prepare the way for the military."
Little is known about the kind of Influence operations the CIA has run since the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks as part of the broader fight
against al-Qaeda and Islamic extremism.
In Afghanistan, the CIA had locals broadcast propaganda from a forward operating base known as Camp Chapman In Khost province,
the same base where seven CIA officers were later killed in a 2009 suicide bombing.
"Some of these have been considered successful and some have not been successful: said Arturo Munoz, a former CIA officer who
teaches a course at Georgetown University on covert action, who stressed that he was referring only to decades-old declassified
operations.
The bin laden venture began In 2005 as a plan to give Its allies In the Afghanistan region material that could be handed out to
children to build goodwill. The handouts Included toys, school supplies such as pencils and notebooks for distribution.

"It appealed to (levine) because It had nothing to do with actually hurting someone: said a person familiar with his decision to get
involved. "It was the softer side ofthe CIA." .
.
The agency approved the production of the gift Items, which were put In backpacks for distribution, blue for boys and pink for girls.
CIA officials later approached levine about the possibiilty of producing the bin laden figures and having them sent to Pakistan or
Afghanistan. levine was Initially ambivalent about the project but would later throw himself Into the work, according to the people
familiar with the project.
levine developed prototypes before settling on a standard 12-lnch figure with the unique facial features. Bin laden's head was
superimposed on a figurine that was already In production In the Chinese city of Dongguan.
A Chinese artist took publicly available photographs of bin laden and created an Image that was strikingly close in appearance to the
al-Qaeda leader. The final prototype was dressed In traditional garb and packaged In a cheap box covered with plastic and presented
to the CIA for approval. levine was said to have been pleased with the final bin laden product.
Although the CIA said it decided not to move forward with the operation, at least one of the figures remains at the agency's
headquarters.
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